THE PENTECOST DOUBLE COUNT

The purpose of this illustration is to investigate the inferred "double-count" of 49 days of YHVH’s Feast, Sukkot or Pentecost. This study suggests that based on 1 interpretation of Leviticus 23:16, there is a "mirrored" count or a "double-count" of 49 days from the 50th day time marker. This ‘missing’ link or clue could be the key in helping determine when is the ‘season’ of the Resurrection and Rapture based on another key and encrypted indicator inferred on the day of Pentecost, when Pentecost had fully come, etc. The study will present evidence utilizing the Menorah typology that is essentially based on a tree typology and that being of an Almond Tree specifically. Such imagery has a possible direct correlation as to where and when, that if the Resurrection and Rapture of the Bride of Christ is to take place on a Feast, based on this "double-count" of the Feast of YHVH, Pentecost would most likely be it. This multi-layered typology encompasses the essence of how YHVH has presently fused the Jew and Greek or Gentiles into such a tapestry or...

BIBLICAL COUNTER 1 YEAR ‘CIRCLE OF TIME’

1. Passover
2. Unleavened Bread
3. First Fruits

4. Shavuot

5. Trumpets
6. Yom Kippur
7. Sukkot

8. Hanukkah
9. Simchat Torah
10. Tabernacles
11. Rosh Hashana
12. Yom Kippur

13. First Fruits + 49 Days + 1

49 Days = 360°

99th day = 360 days

The purpose of this illustration is to investigate the inferred "double-count" of 49 days of YHVH’s Feast, Sukkot or Pentecost. This study suggests that based on 1 interpretation of Leviticus 23:16, there is a "mirrored" count or a "double-count" of 49 days from the 50th day time marker. This ‘missing’ link or clue could be the key in helping determine when is the ‘season’ of the Resurrection and Rapture based on another key and encrypted indicator inferred on the day of Pentecost, when Pentecost had fully come, etc. The study will present evidence utilizing the Menorah typology that is essentially based on a tree typology and that being of an Almond Tree specifically. Such imagery has a possible direct correlation as to where and when, that if the Resurrection and Rapture of the Bride of Christ is to take place on a Feast, based on this "double-count" of the Feast of YHVH, Pentecost would most likely be it. This multi-layered typology encompasses the essence of how YHVH has presently fused the Jew and Greek or Gentiles into such a tapestry or Root Stock of the Menorah or Almond Tree by 'grafting' the redeemed during this ‘Pentecostal Age’ and teach who and what ‘GOD’ is in the process. The main point of the study will strongly suggest that it is at a Pentecost season that the Gentiles are only and can only be ‘grafted’ based on the Menorah and Almond Tree typology presented as evidence. From the 59th, 60th-day, ‘Pentecost’ a subsequent and corresponding 49-day count ensues. Thus, the 99th day would fall on 1 Tammuz (Tamuz 25), which is in phi ratio to time to the 360 day-to-degree timeframe. Is this when ‘Pentecost had fully come?’

AS A SERVANT, AS A ‘TREE’, A ‘MESSIAH’ before the Living Waters of the Presence of YHVH before His Throne.

Jesus is the Rootstock

As an ‘Almond Tree’ The Servant Stem

Israel and the heavenly bodies of the Menorah and the heavenly body of light with the 22 Stars in their crystallizing in the light. The Almond Bases are in ‘Stars’ adorning the High Priest.

I Am the Vine and you are the Branches. Apart from Me, you can do nothing.

John 15:5
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